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Impact on marketing of Facebook’s
$19B acquisition of WhatsApp: Big zero
February 21, 2014

 
By MICKEY ALAM KHAN

Facebook’s plan to acquire mobile messaging service WhatsApp for $19 billion has
earned the ire of frustrated media, competitors and industry pundits, and the envy of those
VC-backed, revenue-less digital wonders waiting in the wings to be swooped into
Google’s or another Silicon Valley giant’s arms.

Before discussing what this means for marketing, here is what this acquisition may really
be about: an effort to dazzle and arrest decline by an over-valued social media company
that is recognizing how fleeting user loyalty and advertiser revenue can be. In other
words, Facebook – with its 1.2 billion accounts – has tied India to become the world’s
second-most populous entity after China, but quantity has not translated to sales – as many
marketers eyeing the two Asian countries have discovered.

What’s up …
If media accounts are any indication, Facebook is shedding young consumers at an
alarming rate, something that is not attractive to advertising agencies making media-
buying decisions or advertisers paying the bills.

Another strike against Facebook is the lack of a sustainable revenue stream. Even as it
boldly pivots to becoming a mobile company – and who has not heard that shout across
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rooftops – Facebook will soon discover that advertiser money flees with the audience,
especially if impressions and click-throughs do not lead to brand lift or sales.

Now would be the time to trot out a big case study on how Facebook helped a brand
achieve its goal with measurable results in terms of higher consumer engagement or
more sales. Now would be the time to showcase how mobile buying on Facebook across
mobile and online channels convinced advertisers that ad interruptions in a social
context – or confusing readers to distinguish ads from user content – is the right
environment to generate positive feelings for the advertised brands. Do not hold your
breath, for it is  not in the nature of the uncurated social media crowd to be judged by the
same metrics that other media are.

What has happened is clear: Facebook is buying relevance, even if that lead will evaporate
in a couple of years when a new application or service will supplant WhatsApp. Wall
Street, in its usual blurred understanding of Silicon Valley’s shenanigans, will salute this
deal through with a slap on the wrist of a few percentage points shaved off Facebook’s
share price in the short term. And then it will be business as usual for the very investment
bankers, banks and venture capitalists who shuffle the money chairs on the decks of yet
another T itanic bubble about to burst in a year or two when the market will suddenly
discover the iceberg in its path: social media revenue growth is not sustainable simply
because audience interest in evolving platforms is not.

Any social content and communications model that requires the customer to do the heavy
lifting on a consistent basis will not thrive – Facebook is not IKEA. The audience will tire
and will move on to a new platform. It simply is the nature of the beast. At one point, it was
Facebook that was the cat’s whiskers. Then it was Twitter. Then SnapChat, and now
WhatsApp. Bet on something else in a year. In the meanwhile, 55 employees of WhatsApp,
including the two founders, and partners at Sequoia Capital – which poured in $60 million
to fund the messaging app and will receive a $3 billion payoff – will soon be shopping for
a grander lifestyle.

… comes down
Funnily enough, if Facebook was really interested in controlling the messaging
environment, it should have made a pitch for T -Mobile, the nation’s fourth-largest wireless
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carrier that is in play. Carriers are the new mobile gatekeepers. Or it should have bid for
Time Warner Cable, one of the top five cable companies that controls Internet, wireless
and television access to tens of millions of U.S. households.

So will this deal have any trickle-down effect to brands and retailers? Highly doubtful.
WhatsApp built its  credibility by eschewing ads. It charges only 99 cents a year after the
initial year of free usage by a subscriber. So the grand total of revenue from that stream is
$450 million, if all 450 million users continue to use the service year after year, even
factoring in churn. Facebook has not announced its intentions on integrating ads into the
service, so brands cannot be part of the fleeting WhatsApp message exchanges. Facebook
CEO Mark Zuckerberg went on record Feb. 19 to say that ads are not the right way to
monetize messaging systems – and he is right on that count.

Which means that the ad agencies are left high and dry and without the ability to play
middleman in the creative and media planning and buying processes of the world’s
largest mobile acquisition so far.

And publishers? They are keeping fingers crossed that overwhelmed advertisers really do
not squander their budgets on the latest shiny object from that new weaver of American
dreams: Silicon Valley, or Sollywood.

WHAT A SHAME that there are no adults in Silicon Valley. If this deal is a harbinger of
things to come, it risks yet again the stability of the $16 trillion U.S. economy, brought
down by the weakest link in its chain.

Someone has to teach Silicon Valley Economics 101. Put a dollar in to get more than a
dollar out: that is how a business lives to fight another day.

On the other hand, there will soon be about 53 new millionaires in Silicon Valley and two
billionaires. Marketers should offer them new houses, cars, watches, jewelry, clothes,
footwear, electronics, home furnishings, artwork and hotel experiences. Market these
products through highly personalized direct mail and email, as well as targeted banner
and search ads online and on mobile. Maybe even test a sponsored post on Facebook.
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